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hospitality." Still he was not quite pleased with what
had happened — and as we were about to pass, half an
hour afterwards, from the drawing-room to the dining-
room, he said to his wife, "Hang the Yahoos, Charlotte
—	but we should have bid them stay dinner."   "Devil
a bit," quoth Captain John Ferguson, who had again
come over from Huntly Burn, and had been latterly as-
sisting the lady to amuse her Americans, "Devil a bit,
my dear,—they were quite in a mistake, I could see!
The one asked Madame whether she deigned to call her
new house Tully-Veolan or Tillietudlem; and the other,
when Maida happened to lay his nose against the win-
dow, exclaimed pro~di-gi«ous !   In short, they evidently
meant all their humbug not for you, but for the culprit
of Waverley,   and the  rest   of   that there  rubbish."
"Well, well,   Skipper," was the reply,   "for a' that,
the loons would hae been nane the waur o' their kail."
From this banter it may be inferred that the younger
Ferguson had not as yet been told the Waverley secret
—	which to any of that house could never have been any
mystery.    Probably this, or some similar occasion soon
afterwards, led to his formal initiation; for during the
many subsequent years that the veil was kept on, I used
to admire the tact with which, when in their topmost
high-jinks humor, both "Captain John" and "The Auld
Captain " eschewed any the most distant allusion to the
affair.
And this reminds me, that at the period of which I am
writing, none of Scott's own family, except of course his
wife, had the advantage in that matter of the Skipper.
Some of them, too, were apt, like him, so long as no
regular confidence had been reposed in them, to avail
themselves of the author's reserve for their own sport
among friends. Thus one morning, just as Scott was
opening the door of the parlor, the rest of the party
being already seated at the breakfast-table, the Dominie
was in the act of helping himself to an egg, marked with
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